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Single-photons with high spectro-temporal purity are an
essential resource for quantum photonic technologies.
The highest reported purity up until now from a conven-
tional silicon photonic device is 92% without any spectral
filtering. We have experimentally generated and observed
single-photons with 98.0 ± 0.3% spectro-temporal purity,
an upper bound of the stimulated emission tomography,
using a conventional micro-racetrack resonator and an
engineered dual pump pulse.
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work
must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s
title, journal citation, and DOI.
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Quantum information technologies promise unbreakable
secure communications, novel sensing, detection-free imag-
ing, and fast computations beyond what is achievable using
conventional technologies [1–8]. In the last few years heroic
proof-of-principle experiments have demonstrated the foun-
dations of quantum technologies, primarily using bulk optical
setups [5–8]. Real-world applications require scaling up these
demonstrations to 50 photon experiments in the near term [9],
which will be unreasonably challenging due to the space and
stability constraints of bulk optics. Integrated optics have been
used to demonstrate larger and more sophisticated quantum
photonic experiments [10], many of them specifically on a
silicon photonics platform: arbitrary two quantum bit (qubit)
processing [11], the first chip-to-chip quantum teleportation
[12], and state-of-the-art multidimensional Bell inequalities
[13]. Utilizing the fabrication technologies developed ini-
tially for microelectronics applications, silicon photonics have
demonstrated the potential to realize these quantum technolo-
gies at a commercial scale using low-cost solutions, and with
unparalleled fabrication precision and electronic integration
[14,15]. The primary promise of the silicon photonics plat-
form is its scalability: to deliver large and complex architecture
(i.e., small device footprint) achieving the desired quantum
advantage [16].
One of the central challenges for realizing scalable silicon
quantum photonic devices is to develop high-performance
sources [16]. Single-photon sources need to produce simulta-
neously photons with near unity spectro-temporal purity and
near unity photon-number purity while also being bright, near
deterministic, and single-moded in all aspects. For scalability
purposes, different sources have to be highly (>99%) indistin-
guishable with respect to each other [16]. The most common
structures used in silicon photonics as sources are long wave-
guides and microresonators [11–13]; these structures are used
to exploit a nonlinear optical process, spontaneous four-wave
mixing (SFWM). In SFWM, pump pulses generate pairs of
photons, signals, and idlers, as they propagate through wave-
guides or microresonators conserving energy and momentum.
We can herald the presence of single signal photons upon detect-
ing the presence of idler photons, thus effectively acting as a
single-photon source. Spectral filtering has been used to increase
the spectro-temporal purity and the indistinguishability of the
waveguide sources at the cost of reduced heralding efficiency,
or brightness of the sources [17,18]. In contrast, without any
spectral filtering, conventional microring or micro-racetrack
resonators (MRRs) are fundamentally bound to a high but
maximum purity of 92% [19–21], and likewise similar values of
indistinguishability [12].
Two different theoretical proposals suggest that it is possible
to achieve arbitrarily high (>99%) spectro-temporal purity by
either engineering the MRR couplings (e.g., interferometri-
cally) [22,23] or by manipulating the pump pulse [24]. Both
methods can be interpreted as an effective broadening of the
pump resonance compared to the signal-idler resonances,
resulting in an increase in purity. Recent experiments [25,26]
have verified an increased spectro-temporal purity of the single
photons generated from the interferometrically coupled and
complex resonant structures proposed in [22]. These structures
have footprints larger than conventional MRRs, the added
complication of multiple phase shifters, and their use applicable
mainly to photon-pair generation. The second proposal [24]
relies on using conventional MRRs while instead manipulating
the pump pulse in a time-delayed dual-pulse configuration. A
key benefit of using this dual-pulse method is that the purity
of existing resonator structures can be easily increased using
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existing equipment that is readily available. Predicted puri-
ties are expected to be well in excess of the limited 92% purity
achievable in the single-pulse regime. This limitation comes
from the identical resonances of conventional ring resonators,
restricting the linewidth of the in-resonator pump spectrum
to that of the pump resonance. Using two pulses allows us to
tune the temporal response of the resonator, effectively broad-
ening the in-resonator pump spectrum compared to that of the
signal/idler fields. Here we have constructed a dual pulse from
the original pump pulse and estimated the spectro-temporal
purity of the single-photons using joint spectral intensity (JSI)
measurements.
A wavelength tuneable (used at 1546.180 nm) PriTel FFL
pulsed laser with 9 ps (420 pm) or 16.7 ps (280 pm) pulse
widths and a 50 MHz repetition rate are used as a pump source
in our experiment. The experimental setup is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. We have constructed the dual pulse using an
off-chip asymmetric Mach–Zehnder interferometer (AMZI).
Starting from the top-left part of the figure, the pulses from the
pump laser are incident on a 50:50 fiber-optic beam splitter
and divided in two paths. One of the pulses propagates through
one of the output arms of the splitter, which is connected to an
optical delay line (ODL) and then to a polarization controller
(PC), while the other pulse propagates through the other arm
and then to another PC. The outputs of the two PCs are com-
bined in another 50:50 fiber-optic beam splitter and then to a
fiber-optic polarization beam splitter (PBS); therefore, allowing
us to dynamically control the splitting ratio (η) between the two
pulses. The PBS also serves to restrict the output of the AMZI to
a single polarization mode, maximizing interference visibility.
The ODL temporally delays the propagation in one arm of the
interferometer with respect to the other, effectively resulting
in two pulses. The exact amount of delay (1τ , relative to the
pulse width τp ) is dependent on the central frequency (νp ) of
the pump resonance of the MRR, such that the delay results in
a π phase shift centered at this frequency. The phase and time
delay of the constructed dual pulse compared to the original
single pulse are estimated using frequency-resolved optical
gating (FROG), as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). By expressing
the optical frequency as ν and the pump pulse using sech, the















A PriTel FA-20 erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is posi-
tioned after the AMZI to strengthen the resultant pump pulse,
followed by a variable optical attenuator (VOA) to finely tune
the power into the device. It has to be said that the AMZI
described here is entirely implemented using off-the-shelf
fiber-optics, and both passive thermal and vibration isolation
strategies are required to minimize interferometer drift with
time.
We have implemented a stimulated emission tomography
(SET) [27] method to measure the JSI to estimate the joint
spectral amplitude (JSA). The JSA captures the energy and
momentum conservation of the SFWM photon pairs gener-
ated from our MRR, and is usually expressed by the following
equation [19,22,24]:
f (νs , νi )=
∫
dνpαp(νp)αP (νs + νi − νp)φ(νs , νi )
× L(νp)L(νs + νi − νp)L(νs )∗L(νi )∗, (2)
where νs and νi are the frequencies of generated signal and idler
photons, φ(νs , νi ) is the momentum conservation or phase
matching, and L(ν) is the Lorentzian linewidth field enhance-
ment of the MRR. The phase-matching function is conserved
and assumed to be unity in the telecom wavelength for silicon
photonics. The Schmidt decomposition of the f (νs , νi ), which
is singular value decomposition of the estimated JSA from the
JSI, gives us the spectro-temporal purity value [20].
In the SET of SFWM, a seed laser is used to represent the
signal photons (νs ), and stimulated idler photons are generated
at νi frequencies. The seed laser used here is a Yenista Tunics
HPS with a resolution between 2 and 4 pm. We have used dense
wavelength divistion multiplexers (DWDMs) to remove any
parasitic light, effectively cleaning the pump and the seed laser
signals, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the idler
frequencies. Afterward, another DWDM is used to combine
both signals, and a PC is used to align the polarization and
maximize the coupling of light into the photonic chip. The
DWDMs consist of international telegraphic unit (ITU) chan-
nels in the telecom C-band. The pump and the seed laser are
in channels 39 and 49, respectively, while the stimulated idler
generated in the MRR was filtered out using another DWDM
at channel 29. The generated idler photons are recorded using
a Finisar 1500S optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), allowing






















































Fig. 1. Schematic of the dual-pulse construction and measurement of spectro-temporal purity. Top left shows the interferometric optical setup
for the dual pump pulse construction. Bottom left contains the (a) single and (b) dual pump pulse with required π phase shift, as measured using a
FROG. The right side of the figure shows the tomography on our MZI-coupled MRR to measure the JSI and estimate the purity. Here, BD, beam
dump; PC, polarization controller; ODL, optical delay line; PBS, polarization beam splitter; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; VOA, variable
optical attenuator; DWDM, dense wavelength division multiplexer; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer.


































Fig. 2. (a) Variation of purity with 1τ (τp = 420 pm) for several
values of η (±0.02). JSIs are displayed for the two outlined data points,
with the dashed line representing 92%. (b) The JSI for the highest
obtained purity (98.0± 0.3%). (c) The JSI for the lowest obtained
purity (81.3± 0.2%).
(150 MHz) resolution, faster and more resolved than previous
JSI measurement [20]. The whole process was automated using
a computer. The device under test (DUT) is a photonic chip,
based on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform and fabricated
by a commercial foundry service (AMF Singapore). Specifically,
the DUT consists of a micro-racetrack resonator that is inter-
ferometrically coupled to a bus waveguide through a symmetric
MZI. This gives rise to a tunable cavity Q-factor, which can be
varied dynamically. To obtain the purity from each measure-
ment, we assume a flat phase response, and then the JSA can
be approximated by
√
JSI [20]. According to our simulations
(uploaded in [28]), this is reasonable as the JSA agrees with our
highest measured purity. Errors associated with the purity of the
JSA were obtained by using the difference in estimated purity
between the raw data, and data that was numerically low-pass
filtered using a 3× 3 box filter. This reduces the impact of
higher-frequency components and demonstrates the sensitivity
of the purity to any external noise. Error in delay comes from the
discrepancy between the delay sent to the device, and the delay
observed through interference fringes in the pump spectrum.
Nevertheless, the quoted purity is directly obtained from the
unfiltered data.
Using the methods described above, we explored the param-
eter space available to us. First, we adjusted relative weighting of
the pulses (η), as well as their temporal displacement (1τ ); for
η= 0.6 and 1τ = 20 ps, we measured the purity of the JSI to
be 98.0± 0.3% [Fig. 2(b)]. To contrast this, for a 1τ of 54 ps
and an η of 0.35, such that the second pulse is the strongest,
we measured a purity reduction in the JSI down to 81.3± 0.2
[Fig. 2(c)]. These results are consistent with the trends suggested
in [24], which are further mapped out in Fig. 2(a) (full data
sets are uploaded in [28]). The results suggest that by using
this method not only can higher purities be reached, but the
purity; hence, the degree of spectro-temporal entanglement can
be fine-tuned independently from the resonator. An intuitive
explanation for the purity reduction is in line with [24], where
a stronger second pulse could broaden the resonators’ tempo-
ral response, leading to a narrower pump spectrum inside the
resonator that does not fully span the linewidth of the cavity
resonance.
The purity of a resonator in the single-pulse case is maximized
when the linewidth of the pump resonance is small compared to
Table 1. Purity versus Quality Factor
Q (×103) 9.2± 0.5 12.3± 0.5 15.8± 0.5 19.6± 0.5
Purity (%) 96.1± 0.4 97.2± 0.5 97.6± 0.3 97.9± 0.6
the bandwidth of the pump laser, such that the intensity of the
pump is flat across the resonance [19]. As the difference between
the resonance linewidth and the pump bandwidth decreases, the
spectral purity of the emitted photon pairs starts to decrease. It
is possible to clarify whether we have saturated this ratio and the
purity is maximal at 98% or, alternatively, the purity is limited
by the Q-factor of the cavity by exploring the dependence of
purity on the Q-factor of the cavity.
Table 1 summarizes measured purity values for different con-
figurations of the MRR MZI, effectively resulting in different
Q-factors (Q) for a pump bandwidth of 280 pm. The measured
values for purity trend upwards as we increase the Q-factor of
the cavity. However, the data also suggests that the measured
purity (98%) is limited by the relatively low Q (2.5× 104) of the
MRR cavity compared to suggested values in [24] or previous
experiments [21]. It is nevertheless reasonable to expect higher
Q-factors to provide purity values in excess of 99%.
As discussed in [29] a common trade-off with MRRs tends to
be between heralding efficiency and brightness. This describes
the relationship between confinement for field enhancement,
directly responsible for the brightness of the source, and photon-
pair extraction from the cavity, likewise related to the heralding
efficiency, with both concepts depending on the Q-factor of
the cavity. It is possible to broaden the in-resonator pump
spectrum compared to the signal and idler fields by changing
the structure of the resonator as in [26], gaining control of the
resonance modulation over the frequency range of the resonance
linewidth. Here we engineer the shape of the pulse inside the
ring, leading to a change in the confinement of the pump and
effectively achieving an equivalent outcome. Signal and idler
photons are released independently of this without affecting the
heralding rate. It is possible, therefore, to measure the change in
the coincidence rate as, when compared to the single-pulse case,
it approximates the relative brightness. Coincidence rates for
different values of η are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of the
purity. This data was measured off-chip using superconducting
nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) by PhotonSpot,
with single-photon detection efficiencies in the studied spectral
range between 66% and 70%. It can be seen that increasing the
purity of the source will inevitably decrease its brightness for a
specific η. The single-pulse limit (η= 1) of 91.7% purity is also
included in Fig. 3 for reference.
This additional trade-off with brightness seems to suggest
that the purer the quantum state that is generated, the lower
the photon-pair production rate. This begs the question as to
whether it is more beneficial to spectrally filter a brighter sig-
nal, or to generate a weak but pure signal instead. The former
leads to many unsuccessful operations, but pure throughput
has the potential to be higher, whereas the latter points toward
high fidelity operations at a low rate of occurrence. A promis-
ing direction toward solving this problem involves the use of
photonic molecules [30,31] (multiple intercoupled MRRs). It
is not unreasonable to expect that by exploiting the inter-ring
coupling within these molecules, additional degrees of free-
dom could be manipulated to retain the brightness of less-pure
sources.
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Fig. 3. Variation of raw coincidence rate with purity for an
estimated pump power of 300 µW for varying η (±0.02).
In this Letter, we have experimentally demonstrated 98%
spectro-temporal purity of heralded single-photons generated
from conventional MRRs by measuring the JSI using a time-
delayed dual-pulse configuration. We have varied the purity
from 81.3± 0.2% to 98.0± 0.3% by adjusting the splitting
ratio and the delay between the pulses, thus both below and
above the fundamental limit of 92% of single-pulse excitation
of MRRs. Furthermore, we have observed how the increase in
purity results in a trade-off with the photon-pair generation rate
(i.e., brightness). By tuning the MZI-coupled MRR, we have
also observed that the quality factor limits the maximum achiev-
able purity. These observations qualitatively agree with the
original dual-pulse proposal [24]. Our experimental demonstra-
tion enables silicon photonic devices with conventional MRR
to produce photon pairs with fundamental spectro-temporal
purity beyond the 92% limit, by using off-the-shelf standard
fiber-optic components. Furthermore, this approach potentially
allows for multiple equivalent photon-pair sources to be driven
in parallel with the same double-pulse source, paving the way for
scalable heralded single-photon sources.
In the future, we will improve the stability of the dual-pulse
configuration by integrating the interferometer on-chip. It is
also imperative to investigate the trade-off between purity and
brightness and its limitations in a multiphoton experiment.
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